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PRESS RELEASE 

XandMail reinforce its presence at Brazil with the signature 

with a new partner WebNow 

WebNow, a hoster at Brazil, selected XandMail products to propose a value added solution 

Paris, France – May 31, 2007 –XandMail, the communication solutions provider today announced its 
selection by Webnow, a hosting provider at Brazil for its Push Mail Solution.  

Already used by others customers on other aeras, specifically designed for the consumer and SOHO markets, 
XandMail Push Mail is a carrier-grade solution which enables allows to the user to receive on its mobile all 
Emails he wants. The solution empowers even the simplest mobile phones with a complete range of push 
options (through MMS, SMS or WAP push) for any webmail account (Yahoo!, Gmail, Hotmail...) or any POP3 
or IMAP4 custom account. Push Mail Solution allows users to receive its Emails on different ISP, to read it, to 
answer and to forward it on mobility.  

Webnow propose now the solution on hosting solution for the Brazil market.  

 

“We are happy to be selected by a new partner at Brazil where we have already great customers. We reinforce 

again then the list of our partners which confirm our products strategy to propose solutions Time To Market. With 

Webnow as hoster and its position on the market, we’ll be able to reach new outlets.” declares Thierry GRILLOT, 

CEO at XandMail. 

“With XandMail Push Mail Solution, we found a very simple solution and can be adapted to the different markets 

with its possibility to delivery the Emails through different ways SMS, WAP Push or MMS. The knowledge of user 

experience of XandMail and its strategy for next years we are sure to select the good partner for a long term 

solutions ” adds Mr João Marigonda CEO at Webnow. 
___ 

About XandMail 

Founded in 1990, XandMail has conceived and developed communication software solution that enable fixed and wireless Telcos to offer 
innovative, user-centered and multi-access (Web and mobile) services. Thanks to its integrated product range and support services, 
XandMail’s solutions account for 70 million licenses throughout the world. 
www.xandmail.com 
 
About WebNow 

Founded in 2002, Webnow is one of the biggest Internet companies in Brazil. Due to strategically partnerships Webnow 
offers a wide range of internet solutions: Web hosting, Data center, Sun Enterprise dedicated servers, Security, 
Monitoring and recently Mobile Solutions. 
www.webnow.com.br 


